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Subject Line:
Get Matched With Your Perfect Job Like a Hot Date In 15 Minutes or 
Less!

Hi there Dream Job Seeker!

Are you a high school student who has no idea on which career you want to 
go with after graduation?

Or maybe someone who’s wondering “Am I REALLY in the right career?”

Assuming you aren’t already in one, don’t you think it would be nice if you 
have like a “crystal ball” that tells you about your future?

Specifically one that tells you which career is a perfect fit for you?

Surveyer.com states in the recent 2020 survey that In the U.S alone, almost 
64% of them rated their job satisfaction as “below average” and almost 24% 
rated theirs as “utterly dissatisfied”.

So HOW do you get into that 12% who can confidently say “I LOVE my job”?

Career Matcher exactly does just that - the propriety algorithm effectively 
determines your best fit career from a list of thousand possible matches, and 
tells you why based on your most prevalent strengths, interests and 
personality. 

And it just takes around 15 minutes, compare that to HUNDREDS if not 
THOUSANDS of hours you’ll waste working in a job that sucks the life out of 
you, along with your happiness. 
It’s true, that dissatisfied 64% and 24% also reported that it’s causing them 
unnecessary stress, and even depression if bad becomes worse.

Waking up feeling energetic in the morning, excited to start the day on a job 
that might not even feel like “doing work” at all! Who doesn’t want that? I’m 
sure I do!

Intrigued yet? Or perhaps you’re skeptical and thinking “There’s NO WAY a 
silly website can match me with my dream job!” Let these happy dream job 
seekers tell you otherwise:

(INSERT TESTIMONIALS HERE)
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The FREE version alone shows your TOP 3 best matches, so what’s not to 
like?

Try Career Matcher for yourself, who knows? you might just get a pleasant 
surprise with your match results! 

DREAM JOB HERE I
COME!


